It's First 'Kill' For Sooner

Tulsa Pilot Bags MIG Near Hanoi

Compiled From Local, Wire Dispatches

U.S. Air Force pilot (name) scored a victory against the Red Chinese MIGs in Vietnam and added to his long list of kills and probably two MIGs (with probable) Sunday evening.

The credit was claimed to General Robert D. Anderson, Jr., of Tulsa, Okla., whose brother-in-law is Oklahoma Air National Guard pilot Capt. Fred Ryer, 38, of Allen, Okla.

Byou CARTER

Negro Leader Picketed

Martin Luther King drew плоле Sunday at Harvard University where he announced that he was going to announce an announcement regarding his candidacy for the presidency.
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Attacks Viet Policy

King Running Against LBJ

WASHINGTON (AP) A Vietnam War protest meeting was held Sunday night in California and hundreds of demonstrators picketed the White House to demand an end to the war.

The protests were organized by the Committee to End the War in Vietnam, a group of student revolutionaries who have been active in numerous anti-war demonstrations.

The demonstrations were held in reaction to President Johnson's decision last week to send more military aid to South Vietnam.


Negro Woman Stabbed

A Negro woman was stabbed Sunday night in Oklahoma City in a racially motivated attack.

The woman, identified as Mrs. John Smith, was attacked by a group of youths who had been drinking in the area.

Mrs. Smith, 32, was taken to the hospital for treatment of her injuries.
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World Awaits Next Sunt

RUSSIA'S COSMONAUT SETS SPEED RECORD

Viet Hears Propaganda From Ship

Three New Stamboughs

What A Way To Bust The Budget

City Family Has Triplet
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Fitness: The Illhuon High Schools Lag In Fitness
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The Paper That Tells Both Sides

The Oklahoma Journal
Marines Attack By Air And Sea

In a high-stakes scenario, Marines demonstrated their combat capabilities with aerial strikes following a coordinated assault. The operations showcased their readiness and strategic prowess, emphasizing their role in modern warfare. The success of these exercises highlights the integration of air and ground forces, ensuring effective coordination and precision in military engagements.

Winter Tripletts

A trio of winter sports enthusiasts headed to the slopes, eager to experience the thrill of skiing and snowboarding. Their anticipation was palpable as they geared up, ready to conquer the biting cold and challenging terrains. This annual event serves as a celebration of winter sports, fostering community spirit and a shared passion for adventure.

Cops Probe Fire Death

A comprehensive investigation into the circumstances surrounding the fire death is underway. The police are working diligently to uncover the truth and provide justice for the affected family.

Booster Flunks Test

The booster test results were disappointing, raising concerns about the reliability and effectiveness of the equipment. Further investigations are necessary to ensure safety and performance standards are met.

Physical Fitness

For high school seniors, a comprehensive physical fitness assessment was conducted. This vital evaluation helps identify areas for improvement and promotes overall health and well-being. Supportive measures are being implemented to encourage a healthy lifestyle.

Tulsa

A significant growth spurt has been observed in Tulsa, as the city continues to expand. This development underscores the city's resilience and potential for future growth. The expansion will require careful planning to maintain quality of life and infrastructure services.

Tornado Toll Climbs To 52

The death toll from the tornadoes has increased, reaching 52 fatalities. The community is in mourning, and efforts are focused on recovery and support for those affected. The situation serves as a reminder of the unpredictable nature of natural disasters and the importance of preparedness.

Privott, McSpadden Try

Legislative Adjournment Likely In May

As the legislative session draws to a close,Privott and McSpadden are pushing for adjournment. The session is set to conclude in May, marking a significant milestone in the political calendar. The focus will then shift to the upcoming elections and the future of the state.
West German Rightwingers Score In Elections

The West German general election took place on March 28, 1980. The Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and the Christian Social Union (CSU) won a majority of seats in the Bundestag, the lower house of parliament. This was a significant victory for the Christian Democrats, who were led by Chancellor Helmut Kohl. The Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the Free Democratic Party (FDP) also made gains, but the Greens, who had hoped for a strong showing, fell short of their expectations.

Hearings On Labor Strife Due

The Department of Labor and Industry has announced hearings to address the labor strife that has been occurring in the country. The hearings will be held to gather information and discuss potential solutions to the labor disputes. The department is encouraging all parties involved to participate in the hearings and provide their perspectives on the issues.

Will Coppolino Trial Leave Unsolved Mysteries?

The trial of John Coppolino, who is accused of murder, will be held in the coming weeks. The case has generated much interest and concern among the public. The trial is expected to shed light on the circumstances surrounding the murder, but there are still many unanswered questions. The outcome of the trial will have important implications for the justice system and the community at large.

Steel Cord Plies Bring Safer Resilient Ride to ALLSTATE RADIAL TIRES

Steel cord plies are used in ALLSTATE radial tires to provide a safer and more resilient ride. These plies are made of steel wires that are tightly wound around the tire, providing strength and durability. ALLSTATE radial tires are designed to offer improved traction, reduced rolling resistance, and better overall performance.

Deluxe High-Capacity Air Conditioner

Sears is offering a deluxe high-capacity air conditioner for $209. This unit is designed to keep your home cool and comfortable, even on the hottest days. It is perfect for anyone who wants to enjoy a cool and refreshing environment in their living space.

Fidelity Bank Awards Construction Contract

Fidelity Bank has awarded a contract for construction to a local company. The project will involve the construction of a new building in the downtown area. The bank is committed to supporting local businesses and promoting economic development in the community.

24 Cu. Ft. Capacity Car Top Carriers

Sears is offering a car top carrier with 24 cubic feet of capacity for only $172. This carrier is ideal for anyone who needs extra storage space for their vehicle. It is easy to install and can be used for a variety of purposes, such as transporting gear, luggage, or sports equipment.
Blazers Prove They're The Greatest

HOMER GIVES 89ERS SPLIT
Blow In 8th Wins It, 3-2

Warriors Battle For 117-109 Win

Bert Grabs Open Lead

Rodgers, Turk Snare Stock Car Features

Save time and money by dialing your own Long Distance calls

IT'S AS EASY AS A-B-C

A Dial "1" to connect with the Long Distance operator
B Dial the area code of the city you want
C Dial the telephone number

It's the fast, easy way to call Long Distance—and you get these calls for the price of a local phone call. That's because you go through or low rates to certain areas when you dial direct, so there's no charge for person-to-person calls. Check the front pages of your telephone directory for a handy list of area codes and full information on Long Distance Calling. It's one of many services that help make your telephone a bigger bargain than ever before.

If you reach a wrong number when you dial a Long Distance call, don't worry. Just hang up, dial "Operator" and tell her. She'll see that you don't get charged.
ORENOLES, ATHLETICS SPLIT PAIR
California Tops Cleveland Twice

Yanks Trap Boston, 7-5

Astros Fall For Seventh Defeat, 5-3

Senators Top Chicago, 5-1

Chicubs Trip Pirates, 7-3

Andretti Sets Race Record

Sports Briefs

SURE BEATS SMOKING!

Andretti Sets Race Record

Phillies Sweep Set From Mets
Aker Sparks 4-Run Surge

Warr, Kime Win Fourball Crown

Winds Halt Drag Final

Track Regionals This Weekend

OSU, OU Headline Schedule

Ryun Captures Relays Crown

Phillies Sweep Set From Mets
Aker Sparks 4-Run Surge

Warr, Kime Win Fourball Crown

Winds Halt Drag Final

Track Regionals This Weekend

OSU, OU Headline Schedule

Ryun Captures Relays Crown

TIRE FACTORIES CLOSED

NO MORE TIRES! TIRE PLANTS!

IN MANY BEING MADE BUT

WARDS HAS TIRES!

"Here's my special tire buy of the week!"

"Sure beats smoking!"

AUTO SERVICE CENTERS

"SURE BEATS SMOKING!"

"HERE'S MY SPECIAL TIRE BUY OF THE WEEK!"

ANDRETTI SETS RACE RECORD
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AUTO SERVICE CENTERS
Greek Army Explains Reasons For Takeover

Sunny Sunday At Lake Draper

Herschel LeVan Service Monday

Bofflow Rites Set

Agency Official Dies; Rites Set

S.S. Chastain Rites Wednesday

Weather Word

Reuther's Auto Union Sets Stage For Two Major Fights

Negroes Attack Police, Drivers
CHOOSE THE PRICE YOU WANT! CHOOSE THE LENGTH YOU WANT!

This is the most exciting buy you will ever have a chance to make in a custom design sofa! Here's why:

First: This is one of our most popular sofas in the store.

Second: The factory agreed to make it in four different sizes exclusively for Evans. This enables you to select the sofa size that fits your needs.

Each of these custom sofas have reversible cushions, both seat and back, for longer wear. Each cushion is filled with luxury foam and soft polyester wrapped in the same comfort and luxury. These sofas are covered with the latest fabric or the most popular each custom order quilted over. A frame of these sofas is constructed on the hardwood frame and are some of the finest woods present in the store.

These sofas have been professionally built to go with the following furniture styles: Traditional, Spanish or Contemporary. The new Sofas have been covered with the latest Sofas and combiners that your friends and neighbors will believe you have had a professional decorator advising you and that it cost at least $500.00. These sofas are tailored and detailed by some of the finest retailers in the country.

EVANS Home Furnishings
800 S. Western

FINAL DAY

Today is the FINAL DAY of our weekend special offers. These are prices that can't be beat. If you didn't shop Evans this weekend...be sure and make it today! You owe it to yourself!

OPEN TODAY 9 til 9

NEW LOW PRICE ON 295 sq. in.
COLOR TELEVISION

Your Choice:

$499.88

You can choose from either the black walnut cabinet or the solid maple cabinet.

SIMMONS KINGSIZE SET

Today is everything you need for the bedroom. Here's your chance to get the famous Simmons Kingsize Set. We have a full range of fabrics and colors that are made to order. It's $198.88 for a twin, $248.88 for a full, and $298.88 for a queen. The frame is solid hardwood and the mattress is made of the finest materials.

$198.88

ROCKING LOVE SEAT

SIMMONS DUXEL BED

$78.88

BRAIDS - BRAIDS - BRAIDS

$18.88

$28.88

SIMMONS DUPEX BED

$68.88

12,000 l.b. AIR CONDITIONER

$188.88

DOES SHE DRESS FOR MEN?

When she dresses the men she means clothes that look, feel, and fit. Her hair is just the right length and style. Her makeup is perfect. Her face is pretty, but it's her perfume that gets the men. She's pretty, pretty...Dressing for men means a drop-dead gorgeous dress designed by glide. If you want to be noticed, this dress is it. It's a new design each year - the latest trend designed by Jacques Balmain. A matching style covers her back. "Crepe de Chine" tightly textured fabric pulls her legs ever so delicately...Dressing for men means not wearing garments of a lesser crop. The matching cape is trimmed in feathers and its deep color becomes a focal point. Evening attire for the man in his time is the "Motor Coat" of a new patterned polyester and worsted blend.
Engagements Announced

Kris McKelvey Studies Riding In England

And Brings Back Portraits...

Recent Kentucky native Kris McKelvey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold McKelvey of Oklahoma City, is studying horseback riding in England while working toward a degree in business administration at the University of London. Kris is the former Mrs. Michael Versteeg of Oklahoma City. She was married to the late Mr. Versteeg, a native of Kalamazoo, Michigan. Kris has returned to Oklahoma to be near her parents while completing her studies.

Pot-Pourri

From Hawaii To Oklahoma...

Couples Exchange April Wedding Vows

Althea Leopold SCHONEBERGER and Milton Duke WATTS, both from Oklahoma City, were married in the First Presbyterian Church in Hawaii on April 15th. The couple had a wedding ceremony there to celebrate their love. They were married by Rev. John A. Harris, pastor of the church. The couple will reside in Oklahoma City after their honeymoon.

Polly's Pointers

In Polly's Corner...

Polly's pointers are always filled with useful and informative tips for our readers. This week, we have a special tip for those who enjoy gardening. Did you know that planting flowers in containers can be a great way to add color and beauty to your home? Not only are they easy to water and move around, but they can also be used to fill in gaps or create focal points in your outdoor space. So, why not try planting some flowers in containers this weekend? Your garden will thank you!
August Wedding Dates Announced By Couples

Indian Dresses Inspire Designers

SPORTSWEAR FABRICS
36" - 45" Wide. Solid colors and prints for summer fun fashions
58¢ YD.

FABRICS FOR SUMMER THE WORN-THERE, CHOOSE FROM MANY
CHOICES IN jedem qualitatively, price, fabric, and weight, and many
others. 100% cotton is faring the most popular colors and patterns. Shop your nearby Anthony store for these outstanding values.

SEW and SAVE
Special Purchase Values

54 INCH WIDE UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Savings of 33 1/3% to 50%
2 YDS. $3

SAVE OVER 1/2!

SAVE $160.80
on Average 40-Square Yard Area

Luxurious Nylon Pile “Variation” Carpetsing

Regular $10.99
6 97

3-Days Only!

“Pearl” 36-inch Shorty Draperies With Valance

That’s Right You Give A Pair of 36” x 54-inch Draperies and a Matching Valance for only $9.99. (Save $40.00)
Regular $10.99
6 97

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guarantee Your Money Back

SAFETY ~ A FIRM
Foundation To Begin Drive In May

Father's Day Plans Are Revealed

Socially Seen...

Fiegels To Tour Portugal

Married to the Ford in May

Priced to Sellout

Sears Kenmore Zig-Zag Sewing Machines

Kenmore Zig-Zag Sewing Machine with Cabinet

Limited Quantity

$58

A Feature of Sears Days SALE!

Sears Days SALE

LOOK! Framed Mirrors Door Size..12 x 18-in.

Kenmore Zig-Zag Sewing Machine and Base

$48

Save Up To: 50% 07 on Oversized Mattress Sets!
Kenmore Dryers

Electric Model $77

Choose "Heat" for Drying Regular Fabrics... "Air Only" for Fluffing

- Just dial "Heat" for drying your Regular fabrics.
- "Air Only" setting for drying wet rainwear, phumping pillows and fluffing sweaters.
- Load-A-Door makes a shelf for loading clothes.
- Safety switch stops tumble when door is opened.
- Durable acrylic finish cabinet resists stains.

Sears Care Service
Protects the Value Of Your Appliance
Sears Highly-Trained Technicians know Your Service Standards with Professional Care. We Service Sears TV's, Washers, Dryers, Radios, Fix You Live or Move in the U.S.

NO MONEY DOWN
on Sears Easy Payment Plan
UP TO 3 FULL YEARS TO PAY
Ask Salesman for Details

Coldspot 10,000 BTU* Air Conditioners

SAVE $21.95!
Regular $199.95 $178

Quick-mount multi-room air conditioners for ONLY $178! 2-speed cooling. Just set the adjustable automatic thermostat... prevents sudden high temperature variations to within 10 degrees of setting. Air direction bosses. Zeroloc, slide-out chassis. Operates on 115 Volts. $99.95 2,000 BTU* Air Conditioners $87
$199.95 22,000 BTU* Air Conditioners $248

* All BTU's read according to NEMA CN-7.

18-Inch Picture Measured Diagonally
Sears Portable Televisions

3 Days at This Price

$119

A handy portable that lets you enjoy television in any room! New streamlined style cabinet with the "dual-front" picture. High-performance chassis with tinted safety shield and 172-sq. in. viewing area. Includes earphone with 12-ft. cord for your private listening pleasure. Has charcoal color cabinet. Hurry to Sears...see why we think this is such a good television buy for ONLY $119.

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Sears
Mayfair Mall N.W. 3rd & Pers. 2A 9467
Sapulpa Road S.W. 4th & Western ME 2 9611
Midwest City 321 S.E. 156th
Nebraska 28 E. Maple BR 3 1468

Shop Monday 9:30 til 9...Shawnee & Norman Stores Open Regular Hours